
Thank you very much to downloading my products. 
All rights to graphics,elements and scrapbooks are retained by Lemur Designs.
By downloading these files, you agree to these Terms of Use
Are copyrighted by Lemur Designs
http://lemurdesigns.blogspot.com/
My other products (PU/CU/R4R) can be found on my blog. 
All items are creating in 300 dpi and papers sized for 3600/3600 piAll items are creating in 300 dpi and papers sized for 3600/3600 pi

Commercial Use

!!!WHAT YOU CAN DO::

1. You may use them to create items for sale in digital scrapbooking kits ONLY.
2. You may alter these elements (recolor, add pattern, etc) but you cannot claim the original form or the 
  altered form as your own.
3. Create back-up copies for personal use.
4.4. You may submit works created with these graphics  to online galleries, magazines, and other 
  publications.
5. Use these  graphics for design purposes on personal or commercial websites.
6. I do ask that you please give credit to Lemur Designs in your TOU when creating items to sell and 
  when submitting anything made with my items for publication.

!!!WHAT YOU MAY NOT DO:

1. You may not share any download file links with anyone.
2.2. You may not give away these items as CU and/or PU  for freebies.
3. No CU for CU unless the opposite is mentioned.
  You can not create other CU products from my CU graphics.
4. Do not use more than 25% of my products together of youre finished product.
5. Do not use these images for obscene, defamatory, or immoral works or for any other purpose that 
  is prohibited by law.
6. Buying my product is strictly restricted to download it to other file share spaces, also to publish it in 
   other network resources my full packages and separate elements as well.

Personal Use

!!!WHAT YOU CAN DO::

1. You may use digital items for your own personal use 
2. You may use these graphics for scrapbook pages, cards, or any other craft as long as pard   it is for 
  personal use only.
3. You may modify the colors and tones in these products to suit your creative needs
4.4. You may create customs cards, bags, boxes, scrapbook layouts (flattened jpeg), calendars, 
    flyers, brochures, candy bar wrappers, photos albums, e-cards and other projects.
5. Please give me credit when using my products (Online galleries, boards, webpage, ...)
6. Include the product title and the designer in the credits.
7. At no time you will sell or give away papers, elements, brushes, alphas or any part of a digital kit.

!!!WHAT YOU MAY NOT DO:

1. You may not claim graphics or altereded graphics as your own.
2.2. You may not print out my kits/papers/elements and sell them in a store or online (including ebay). 
3. Selling my kits/papers/elements is prohibited.
4. You may not distribute on websites, groups,per e-mail or any way, neither for free.
5. You may not share my products with your family and friends. Please, send them the link to the store 
  if they are interested in the products.
6. You may not offer my sets on websites, groups,per e-mail or any way, neither for free or for sale.
7. You may not share, loan, sell, rent, or transfer these files to any other party by any other means.
8.8. You may not use these designs for any harmful, pornographic, or racial material or material that may 
  be deemed harmful or offensive to another person.
9. Creating all kinds of templates, quick pages, sketches, textures packs, alpha sets, brushes, 
   doodles or cutouts to give or to sell is prohibited.
10. Buying my product is strictly restricted to download it to other file share spaces, also to publish it in 
    other network resources my full packages and separate elements as well.

Lemur Designs retains and reserves the right to modify, update and change the Terms of Use for all 
digital designs at anytime with or without notice.digital designs at anytime with or without notice.

Thank you for respecting my rights under the law.
You may contact me at marialemurdesigns@googlemail.com
Copiright 2016


